
the ZAPPY LAMP

Inspired by the cone of the French pine, this lamp arouses the feel of nature and forest 

into your home. Zappy stands out with its soft and inviting glow. The carefully handmade 

lamp of ash or oak veneer illuminates any indoor space with sublime light quality. 

With its delicate wooden panels and the detailed natural design, it impresses as a beautiful 

lighting object and will be a focal point in any room. The veneer panels of Zappy gently 

open or close with change of room temperature, creating different subtleties of the 

indirect light. 

designed by Niklas Jessen | 2012

Zappy small with oak veneer



the ZAPPY LAMP

PRODUCTION PROCESS

Zappy is handmade in our workshop 
from sustainable wood.

TYPE | ENVIRONMENT

Pendant lamp | indoor

WEIGHT

Zappy Small |  0,97 kg
Zappy  |  1,63 kg

4 3  c m

3 6  c m

5 5  c m

6 5  c m

MATERIAL

FINISH

Natural

Ash Oak

CORD

Textile cord | length: 2,5 m

Cream

DIMENSIONS

Zappy Small |   36 cm x 43 cm
Zappy   |   55 cm x 65 cm

COLOR

Natural Wood 

ZappyZappy Small



LIGHT SOURCE & ENERGY EFFICIENCY

E27 | Bulb is not included
Compatible with bulbs of the energy classes:  A++  -  E

VOLTAGE

220V - 240V | 50Hz   
Other cords (voltage) on request.

SPECIFICATIONS

CANOPY

Cable Cup covering included | white or black | 15,8 cm x 6 cm
Made out of soft material (PVC). The cup can be easily folded over and fits tight to 
the ceiling.

MAINTENANCE

Please make sure that the Zappy lighting is hung in an inside environment. The room 
temperature should be 15°C to 25°C, the air humidity between 45% and 65%. 
Wipe off dust with feather duster. Always switch off the electricity before cleaning.

Suggested lightbulb: I - 6 0 WH - 4 0 WL E D - 1 1W

IP20

the ZAPPY LAMP


